Outerlink Hires Key Addition to Engineering Team
Wilmington, Mass., March 26, 2013 – Outerlink Global Solutions, the leading satellite tracking and firstresponder communications provider for mixed air and ground fleets, today announced the appointment of
Oscar Walumbe as a lab technician to their growing engineering team. With this hire, Outerlink
strengthens their commitment to providing customers and partners with unique and cutting-edge
technology, improving tracking, communications and efficiency in the aviation and public safety markets.

In his new role, Walumbe will be responsible for the testing, development and production of Outerlink’s
core devices and software. He will have a focus on quality control, ensuring consistency in output with a
specific emphasis on software deployments.

“The addition of Oscar to Outerlink’s engineering team builds on momentum as we continue to evolve the
company to meet the growing customer demand for our solutions,” said Steve Durante, CEO of Outerlink
Global Systems. “Oscar’s experience and accomplishments make him an ideal candidate to foster
development of our solutions and ensure we are delivering the quality technology our clients have come to
expect.”
Walumbe joins Outerlink from his previous role as Quality Document Coordinator at Fresenius Medical
Care North America. His experience spans several roles at Konarka Technologies where he spearheaded
record breaking device development and quality testing.

About Outerlink Global Solutions
Outerlink Global Solutions is a first-responder communications provider for M2M applications including
voice, text, satellite tracking, and efficiency diagnostics for mixed air, ground, and utility mobile fleet
operators. Founded in 1992 as a satellite tracking provider for aviation service organizations, Outerlink
has incorporated its long standing public safety history and technological knowledge into a mobile
communications platform of integrated next generation devices. These devices provide accurate, timely,
and effective asset communications and tracking, field and fleet management solutions, and extensive
computer-aided dispatch integration. Headquartered in Wilmington, MA, Outerlink currently services
hundreds of air and ground customers throughout the EMS and Police & First-Responder markets.
Outerlink Global Solutions is focused on providing organizations with mobile assets an integrated
platform that improves tracking, communications, efficiency, and unparalleled redundancy. Learn more
about Outerlink at www.outerlink.com, follow us on Twitter @Outerlink or visit our company page on
LinkedIn at http://www.linkedin.com/company/outerlink-corporation.

